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The optimal synthesis of the refrigeration configuration and the selection of the best
refrigerants that satisfy a set of process cooling duties at different temperatures is ad-
dressed. This approach simultaneously selects refrigerants and synthesizes refrigeration
structures by minimizing a weighted sum of in®estment and operating costs. A super-
structure representation considers the majority of refrigeration cycle features encoun-
tered in real complex multistage refrigeration cycles such as economizers, multiple refrig-
erants, and heat integration. A no®el theoretical treatment of modeling representations
and algorithmic impro®ements is introduced. Results, for example, in®ol®ing multiple
refrigerants, cooling loads, and heat sinks are obtained. Complex, nonintuiti®e topolo-
gies typically emerge as the optimal refrigeration configurations that are better than
those obtained when refrigeration synthesis is performed after refrigerant selection.

Introduction
The need for efficient utilization and recovery of energy

in chemical processes has been firmly established on both
economic and environmental grounds. Refrigeration systems
in chemical process plants are complex, energy, and capital
intensive utility systems which remove heat from low-temper-
ature process streams and reject it to streams at higher tem-
perature or cooling water at the expense of mechanical work.
Most research work in refrigeration systems addresses the
refrigeration cycle synthesis problem in isolation of the re-
frigerant selection. In this work we show that significant cost
reduction can be realized by encompassing both objectives
within the same unified framework.

A simple vapor compression refrigeration cycle consists of
a sequence of evaporation, compression, condensation, and
expansion steps. In most cases, refrigeration needs to arise
simultaneously for multiple loads at different temperature
ranges. This necessitates the need for staged refrigeration cy-
cles with multiple compressors and evaporators to meet the
process cooling loads. Even for a single refrigeration load, in
many cases, a single refrigeration stage cannot span the en-
tire temperature range between the evaporator and the con-
denser, either because the required compression ratio is too
high or the critical pressure is reached in the condenser. This
explains why design alternatives typically need to be explored
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involving complex multistage refrigeration cycles utilizing
multiple refrigerants for different temperature ranges. This
complexity of the topology of refrigeration cycles and the di-
versity in the selection of refrigerant molecules coupled with
the high investment and energy intensive nature of refrigera-
tion cycles motivates the need for the development of system-
atic procedures for the efficient synthesis of refrigeration cy-
cles.

One of the earlier works addressing the problem of synthe-
sizing minimum cost cascade refrigeration systems is that of

Ž .Barnes and King 1974 . They identified and standardized
numerous refrigeration topologies, uncovered a number of
trade-offs in the synthesis of multi-stage cycles, and derived a
dynamic programming method for identifying good refrigera-
tion system configurations. The advantage of this approach is
that it can handle detailed equipment cost correlations and
thermophysical property models. However, the number of
stages and their operating temperature ranges were deter-
mined based on a heuristic procedure and no solution perfor-
mance guarantees were possible. Later, Cheng and Mah
Ž .1980 proposed an interactive procedure for synthesizing re-
frigeration systems incorporating all the refrigeration fea-

Ž .tures identified by Barnes and King 1974 . The refrigerants
participating in a cycle were selected based on their allow-
able operating temperature range and the temperature of the
process streams to be cooled. A heuristic based on the aver-
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age compression work and the amount of vapor produced on
expansion was used to determine if additional intermediate
stages are needed. Alternatively, Townsend and Linnhoff
Ž .1983 introduced a set of qualitative guidelines based on
thermodynamic principles and heuristic rules for positioning
heat engines and pumps for minimizing utility consumption.

The methods discussed above are quite general in applica-
bility, however, they share the heuristic setting of the number
and the temperature of intermediate stages. A novel system-
atic procedure to overcome this shortcoming was proposed

Ž .by Shelton and Grossmann 1986 . The main idea was to finely
discretize the entire temperature range providing candidate
temperature levels for intermediate stages. This representa-
tion was used to generate a network superstructure represen-
tation of a refrigeration system. Using this representation, the
minimum cost refrigeration system synthesis problem was

Ž .posed as a mixed integer linear MILP optimization prob-
lem. The advantage of this method is that it systematically
selects the number and temperatures of the intermediate
stages. However, the refrigerants and their operating ranges
were prespecified and refrigeration structures such as econo-
mizers were not accounted for.

Ž .Later, Colmenares and Seider 1989 proposed a nonlinear
programming approach for the synthesis of refrigeration sys-
tems that determined both the type of refrigerants and the
location of the refrigeration cycles within the heat recovery
network. This approach accounted for presaturators, but not
for economizers. The key advantage of this model is that it
did not require temperature discretization. However, this led
to highly nonlinear models whose solution to optimality may

Ž .be difficult to assess. Swaney 1989 proposed an extended
transportation model for integrating heat engines and pumps
with process heat recovery networks. The strength of the
method is that optimal heat flow patterns were determined
without any reference to a detailed configuration. However,
refrigerants are specified beforehand and the number of in-
termediate stages are fixed by assuming that they are equally
spaced. An elegant graphical method for optimally placing
ideal heat pumps within heat recovery networks is described

Ž .by A.W. Westerberg in a textbook Biegler et al., 1997 . Fi-
nally, departures from simple vapor compression cycles em-
ploying pure refrigerants included the use of refrigerant mix-

Žtures Cheng and Mah, 1980; Paradowski and Dufresne, 1983;
. ŽKinard and Gaumer, 1973 , vapor absorption cycles Stoecker

. Ž .and Jones, 1982 , and mechanical subcooling Zubair, 1994 .
Research results based on the methods summarized above
indicate that minimum cost refrigeration systems typically in-
volve complex, counterintuitive topologies. This complexity is
not an artifact of the employed modeling features and solu-
tion methods. Patented refrigeration configurations share the

Žsame complexities Liu and Pervier, 1985, Paradowski and
.Leroux, 1985; Gauberthier and Paradowski, 1981 . On the

microscopic scale, the need to replace CFC refrigerants with
environmentally benign ones of comparable performance
sparked research efforts on the molecular design of refriger-

Žant molecules Joback and Stephanopoulos, 1989; Gani et al.,
1991; Venkatasubramanian et al., 1995; Duvedi and Achenie,

.1996 .
Nevertheless, the present state of the art involves a gap

between the refrigeration cycle synthesis and the refrigerant
design or even the selection problem. Specifically, in refriger-

ation cycle synthesis the refrigerants participating in the sys-
tem and their operating ranges are almost always fixed. On
the other hand, in refrigerant molecule design the topology
of the employed refrigeration cycle is typically somewhat sim-
ple and always prepostulated. This work attempts to narrow
this gap by considering a simplified version of the problem.

ŽInstead of designing refrigerant molecules see above para-
.graph , the best refrigerants are selected from a prespecified

list of candidate refrigerants, while their operating ranges are
identified by the optimization problem. Thus, the central ob-
jective addressed in this work is how you can simultaneously
optimally synthesize refrigeration cycles and select refriger-
ants from a list to seamlessly match the process cooling re-
quirements while observing tractability and providing opti-
mality guarantees. The starting point of our developments is
the generalized network representation of Shelton and

Ž .Grossman 1986 . This superstructure representation is ex-
tended to account for more elaborate refrigeration features
and allow the automatic selection of refrigerants from a list
of available ones.

Problem Definition
The problem addressed in this work is stated as follows:
Gi®en a set of process cooling loads, heat sinks at different

temperatures, and a set of a®ailable refrigerants, find the refriger-
ation cycle topology, operating conditions, and refrigerants that
optimize a weighted sum of the in®estment and operating costs
for the refrigeration system.

The proposed model involves a superstructure representa-
tion for both the synthesis and the refrigerant selection prob-
lems. The model allows for the identification of the number
of stages, their operating temperature ranges, the type of re-
frigerant participating in a stage, the temperature where a
switch between two refrigerants occurs, the use of economiz-
ers, presaturators, or heat exchangers between intermediate
stages. The objective to be optimized considers both invest-
ment and operating costs.

The modeling features and assumptions are as follows;
Ž .1 Vapor compression cycles with only pure refrigerants

are considered.
Ž .2 The condenser outlet is a saturated liquid and the

evaporator outlet is a saturated vapor.
Ž .3 Expansion valves are treated as isoenthalpic.
Ž .4 Refrigerants vapor heat capacities are assumed to re-

main constant within a simple compression cycle, but they
may change value for different cycles. Liquid heat capacities
and heats of vaporization are explicitly treated as tempera-
ture-dependent.
Ž .5 Refrigerant switches are allowed only in the direction

of decreased volatiliy. For example, a propane stage may fol-
low an ethane stage but not vice versa.
Ž .6 The investment cost for a compressor is described with

a fixed-charge term and a variable term linearly related to
work input. These costing parameters are assumed to be de-
pendent only on the compressor suction-side temperature and
independent of the compression ratio.

Assumption 1 defines the scope of this work. Extensions of
the work to refrigerant mixtures is currently under investiga-
tion. Assumption 2 is in-line with current industrial practice
and is listed only for the sake of completeness. Assumption 3
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can easily be relaxed by incorporating an efficiency factor in
the energy balance equations. Moreover, a letdown turbine
can be incorporated in place of an expansion valve without
affecting the model structure. Assumption 4 is reasonable be-
cause the temperature range of an intermediate stage rarely
exceeds 508C over which the vapor heat capacity can be ap-
proximated with an average value. Assumption 5 restricts the
direction of refrigerant switches. It is justified on the grounds
that when a refrigerant rejects energy, it is advantageous to
reject it to a refrigerant at a lower pressure since it has a
higher latent heat of vaporization. Lower pressure is achieved
by stacking the refrigerants in the refrigeration cascade in a
decreasing volatility order. Finally, assumption 6 implies a
fixed-charge plus linear term representation to capture
economies of scale in a simple manner. Admittedly, this may
be oversimplifying in some cases. More complex costing ex-
pressions utilizing piecewise linear concave expressions at the
expense of additional binary variables can be incorporated in
the model without affecting its special structure.

The basic features and notation of the refrigeration super-
structure are described in the next section, key questions are
raised, and the proposed description is clarified with a simple
example.

Background and Terminology
The starting point of the proposed refrigeration system

Ž .model is that proposed by Shelton and Grossmann 1986 . A
number of refrigeration constructs outlined in Barnes and

Ž . Ž .King 1974 , Cheng and Mah 1980 , and Colmenares and
Ž .Seider 1989 have also been incorporated. Most of the ter-

minology introduced in previous work has been retained here.
A simple ®apor compression cycle is composed of a conden-

sation, expansion, evaporation, and compression step. A mul-
tistage refrigeration system is a series-parallel combination of

Ž .simple vapor compression cycles simple cycles or stages . In
the context of a multistage system the evaporation and con-
densation steps of a simple cycle do not necessarily imply the
presence of heat exchangers, but rather denote phase changes
occurring in the refrigeration fluid. A heat exchanger is used
only when heat is removed from a process stream or if a sim-
ple cycle rejects heat to another simple cycle involving a dif-
ferent refrigerant. If the same refrigerant operates between
two adjacent simple cycles, then a presaturator or an econo-
mizer is used instead. A presaturator and an economizer are
shown in Figure 1. Both of them are essentially gas-liquid
separators that separate the inlet liquid-vapor mixture into
saturated liquid and saturated vapor. For a presaturator, the
saturated vapor is sent directly to the compressor of the stage
above, whereas in the case of an economizer, the saturated
vapor is mixed with superheated vapor from the compressor
of the stage below and the resulting superheated vapor is sent
to the compressor of the stage above. Presaturators result in
higher refrigerant flow rates, while economizers yield higher
inlet temperatures to the compressor. Compression costs are
directly proportional to the refrigerant flow rate times the
inlet temperature. Therefore, the selection between an econ-
omizer and presaturator must properly reflect this economic
trade-off.

Ž .The temperature at which the pure refrigerant in a sim-
ple cycle evaporates or condenses is referred to as a tempera-

Figure 1. Presaturator and economizer configuration.

ture le®el. If a presaturator or an economizer is used between
two simple cycles with the same refrigerant, the temperature
of condensation in one cycle is equal to the evaporation tem-
perature of the other cycle. Therefore, a presaturator or an
economizer, serving as links between two simple cycles using
the same refrigerant, can be described with a single tempera-
ture level. A heat exchanger, however, requires two tempera-
ture levels to model the hot stream and the cold stream. The
refrigerants used in a refrigeration system are constrained by
the temperature range over which they can operate. This
range of temperatures is referred to as the allowable operat-
ing temperature range of the refrigerant. The lowest operating
temperature of a refrigerant should be above the normal
boiling point if vacuum conditions at the evaporator are to be
avoided. The highest operating temperature is always less
than the critical temperature to keep the condenser away from
critical conditions.

Superstructure Description
A number of questions must be answered when synthesiz-

ing a refrigeration system:
Ž .1 Which refrigerants will operate in the refrigeration sys-

tem?
Ž .2 How many stages are needed, and what should be the

intermediate level temperatures?
Ž .3 At what temperature level should a switch from one

refrigerant to another take place?
Ž .4 Should a presaturator, economizer, or a combination

be utilized at a particular temperature level?
A superstructure-based model is proposed whose optimal

solution directly answers the aforementioned questions. This
superstructure superimposes all feasible and allowable refrig-
eration configurations and refrigerants. The superstructure
description defines a hierarchy where at the top the refriger-
ants which may participate in the system are prepostulated.
For each such refrigerant, all possible refrigeration stages
Ž .that is, number of levels and operating temperatures are
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Ž .postulated. Finally, for each stage temperature level all pos-
Ž .sible configurations topologies involving heat exchangers,

economizers, andror presaturators are constructed. The al-
lowable refrigerants in the first level of hierarchy are speci-
fied by prepostulating a list of refrigerants that may partici-
pate in the system. The identification of the allowable cycle
configurations for each refrigerant in the second level of hi-
erarchy is performed similarly to the approach of Shelton and

Ž .Grossmann 1986 . Instead of treating the stage temperatures
Ž .as variables Colmenares and Seider, 1989 , a discretization is

employed of the temperature scale of each allowed refriger-
Ž .ant Shelton and Grossmann, 1986 which provides candidate

temperature levels for refrigeration stages. A simple cycle can
thus operate between any pair of postulated temperature lev-
els of the allowed refrigerant. Also, energy from a tempera-
ture level of one refrigerant can be rejected to a temperature
level of another refrigerant at a lower temperature. This ac-
counts for all possible energy flow patterns in the refrigera-
tion system. The advantage of this approach is that nonlin-
earities resulting from treating temperatures as variables are
avoided. The disadvantage is that a fine temperature dis-
cretization is needed to ensure that no good solutions are
overlooked due to coarseness of the discretization.

A convenient way to represent the allowed energy flows in
Ž .the system is through a network representation GG LL , AA .

� 4Node set LL s l contains all the candidate temperature lev-
els in the refrigeration system. This set is further partitioned
into the following four subsets:
Ž . load1 LL : temperature levels corresponding to process

streams to be cooled.
Ž . sink2 LL : temperature levels corresponding to process

streams to be heated.
Ž . cw3 LL : refrigerant temperature levels which may reject

heat to cooling water.
Ž . int4 L : refrigerant temperature levels from which heat is

not rejected to cooling water.
int � load sink cw4This implies that LL s LLr LL D LL D LL . Pa-

rameter ref identifies the refrigerant operating at a level l.l
�Ž .4Arc-set AAs l, m denotes the set of all possible energy

flows between any two temperature levels. This set is further
partitioned into the following two subsets:
Ž . �Ž . < 41 AA s l, m l, mg LL , ref s ref , T )T , which is thei l m m l

set of all energy flows forming a simple cycle; and
Ž . �Ž . <2 AA s l, m l, mg LL , ref / ref , T GT qDT , Te l m l m min l

4FT qDT which is the set of all energy flows represent-m max
ing energy transfer to or from a process stream or denoting a
switch between refrigerants.

This partitioning is imposed due to the different types of
energy balances required for each case. Here, DT andmin
DT are the minimum and the maximum allowed approachmax
temperature in a heat exchanger.

Finally, the lowest level of hierarchy identifies all possible
Ž .configurations of each potential stage temperature level in

the refrigeration system. The superstructure representation
of a single temperature level is shown in Figure 2. This figure
pictorially illustrates the superimposition of all possible pro-

Ž .cess choices for node l in the network GG LL , AA . The entire
refrigeration system is thus composed of a cascade of single
level superstructures linked through energy and mass flows.
Level l g LL , shown in Figure 2, superimposes heat ex-
changer C which accepts energy from other refrigerantsrpro-

Figure 2. Single level l refrigeration superstructure.

cess streams, heat exchanger H, which rejects heat to other
Ž .refrigerantsrprocess streams, and the vapor-liquid V-L sep-

arator S along with all the necessary mass and energy flows.
The streams constituting sets S and S correspond to arcse f
Ž .l, m g AA forming simple cycles between l and m. Similarly,i

Ž .the sets S and S correspond to arcs m, l g AA formingh g i
cycles between m and l. Other streams include stream 4 which
enters into the V-L separator and stream 5 which bypasses
the V-L separator. Block J is a junction which represents a
mixing or a splitting point. Block F is a superstructure repre-
sentation of the splitting and mixing of streams 5 and 6 as
they form the streams of set S . This is shown in detail inf
Figure 3. The notation L, V, sat L, sat V, sup V, and LqV
implying liquid, vapor, saturated liquid, saturated vapor, su-
perheated vapor and liquid-vapor mixture, respectively, is
used in Figures 2 and 3 to denote the phase of each stream.
It is straightforward to show that the present configuration
encompasses the presaturator and economizer configurations
as special cases. Specifically, if heat exchangers C and H are
absent and stream 5 has a zero flow rate, then a presaturator
is recovered while a zero flow rate for stream 4 provides an
economizer.

Figures 4a and 4b illustrate the superstructure representa-
tion of an evaporator and condenser, respectively. The con-
figuration of level l when only evaporation takes place is ob-
tained by setting the flow rates of streams 2,3,4, and 5 to zero
Ž .see Figure 4a . The equivalence of the configuration shown
in Figure 4a with an evaporator is readily established by ob-
serving that the heat accepted by the refrigerant stream evap-
orates the liquid portion of the liquid-vapor mixture entering
the evaporator. Therefore, the evaporation process can be
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Figure 3. Superstructure of stream splitting and mixing
of block F in Figure 2.

abstracted for modeling purposes as a two-step process in-
volving, first, the separation of a liquid-vapor mixture in S

Žand subsequent evaporation of the saturated liquid in C Fig-
.ure 4a . Similarly, the configuration of level l when only con-

densation occurs is obtained by setting the flow rates of
Ž .streams 1, 5 and 6 to zero Figure 4b . This corresponds to a

mathematical construct which treats the condensation of the
refrigerant as a two-step process in which the condensing
stream indirectly rejects heat. This is accomplished by reject-
ing heat to an auxiliary stream 1 in the separator S. This
stream in turn rejects the heat to other process streams or

Ž .refrigerants through heat exchanger H Figure 4b .
Next, a simple ethane-propane refrigeration system is con-

sidered to clarify the set definitions in the description of the
superstructure. The objective here is to synthesize a refriger-
ation system which removes 100 kW of heat from a process
stream cooling it to 190 K. Ethane and propane are the only
two available refrigerants. The operating temperature range
of ethane is 187 K]245 K and that of propane is 240 K]310

Ž .K truncated by the cooling water temperature 310 K . The
operating range of ethane is discretized to allow for two in-
termediate temperature levels at 205 K and 238 K. Only one
additional intermediate level at 270 K is allowed for propane.

Ž .The network superstructure GG LL , AA for this system, shown
in Figure 5, involves eight temperature levels corresponding
to nodes in the graph. Based on the definitions described
above, the sets used in the network representation are as fol-
lows

� 4LL s 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

load � 4LL s 1

LL sink s0u
cw � 4LL s 8

int � 4LL s 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Figure 4. Single level configuration for an evaporator
and condenser.

AAs 1, 2 , 2, 3 , 2, 4 , 2, 5 , 3, 4 , 3, 5 , 4, 5 ,� Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .

5, 6 , 6, 7 , 6, 8 , 7, 8 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .

AA s 2, 3 , 2, 4 , 2, 5 , 3, 4 , 3, 5 , 4, 5 , 6, 7 ,� Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i

6, 8 , 7, 8 4Ž . Ž .

AA s 1, 2 , 5, 6� 4Ž . Ž .e

Figure 5. Network representation of ethane-propane
refrigeration system.
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The next section discusses how this superstructure represen-
tation is utilized within an optimization framework to solve
for the optimal values of the energy flows in the network.

Model Formulation
In this section, the modeling equations which are primarily

superstructure mass and energy balances are discussed. These
constraints are then incorporated into the optimization for-
mulation whose objective function minimizes the sum of in-
vestment and operating compression costs.

Mass and energy balances
A description of the streams shown in Figures 2 and 3 is

provided by tracking a simple cycle between level l and a
level above, as well as a simple cycle between level l and a
level below. Consider first a simple cycle operating between
levels l and m, where l is below m. The refrigerant operating
in this simple cycle leaves level l as a saturated or super-
heated vapor through stream set S , has a molar enthalpy off
hout, and a temperature of T out. It returns to level l withlm lm
enthalpy hin through stream set S that mixes to form streamlm e
1. Stream 1 is a vapor-liquid mixture. Next, consider a simple
cycle operating between levels l and m where l is above m.
The refrigerant, denoted as stream 2, leaves level l as a satu-
rated liquid with enthalpy hliq. Stream 2 then splits into thel
streams composing set S . It returns as a superheated vaporh
to level l through stream set S . The streams forming set Sg g
mix to form the superheated stream 3. This stream splits into
stream 4 with a flow rate mi which enters the separator andl
stream 5 with a flow rate mb that bypasses the separator.l
Stream 6, which is the top product of the separator, is a satu-
rated vapor with a flow rate mt and enthalpy hvap. After-l l

Žwards, streams 5 and 6 enter the mixingrsplitting block F see
.Figure 3 , where they combine in different proportions to

form the streams composing set S . Specifically, the fractionf
of stream 5 going to level m has a flow rate of mY and thelm
fraction of stream 6 entering level m is mX . These twolm
streams combine to form the refrigerant stream m operat-lm
ing in the simple cycle between levels l and m. Information

about every process stream shown in Figures 2 and 3 includ-
ing phase, flow rate, temperature, and molar enthalpy is sum-
marized in Table 1.

The mass and energy balances for a single temperature level
l are discussed next. The key variables of interest are the
refrigerant flow rates m within simple cycles operating be-lm
tween levels l and m, the energy D , rejected to the simplelm
cycle operating between levels l and m by level l, the work
input W to the simple cycle, and the enthalpies hc p, hout.lm l lm
The flow rates through heat exchangers H and C are not con-
sidered explicitly, because they can be back-calculated from
the heat duties. The modeling equations are mass and energy
balances at various mixing and splitting points in the configu-
ration. These include the mass and energy balance around
block abcd shown in Figure 2

m qmi s m qmt , ; l g LL int 1Ž .Ý Ýlm l ml l
Ž . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : m , l g AAi i

m hin qmi hc pq DÝ Ýlm lm l l ml
Ž . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : m , l g AAi e

s m hliq qmt hvapq D , ; l g LL intÝ Ýml l l l lm
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : l , m g AAi e

2Ž .

Ž .Mass balances at splitters B and C see Figure 3

mbs mY , ; l g LL int 3Ž .Ýl lm
Ž .m : l , m g AAi

mt s mX , ; l g LL int 4Ž .Ýl lm
Ž .m : l , m g AAi

Ž .Mass and energy balances at junction A Figure 3

mX qmY sm , ; l , m g AA 5Ž . Ž .lm lm lm i

mX hvapqmY hc psm hout , ; l , m g AA 6Ž . Ž .lm l lm l lm lm i

( )Table 1. Stream Definition and Notation Figures 2 and 3

Stream No. Flow Rate Temp. Molar Enthalpy State
inm hÝ lm lm

Ž .m: l, m g AAi1 m T vaporqliquidÝ lm l
mÝ lmŽ .m: l, m g AAi

Ž .m: l, m g AAi

liq2 m T h saturated liquidÝ m l l l
Ž .m: m , l g AAi

c p c p3 m T h superheated vaporÝ m l l l
Ž .m: m , l g AAi

i c p c p4 m T h superheated vaporl l l
b c p c p5 m T h superheated vaporl l l
t vap6 m T h saturated vaporl l l

X vap7 m T h saturated vaporlm l l
Y c p c p8 m T h superheated vaporlm l l

inSet S m T h vaporqliquide lm l lm
out outSet S m T h vaporf lm lm lm

liqSet S m T h saturated liquidh m l l l
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The mass balance at splitter I is not considered, because it is
linearly related to the rest of the mass balances. The linking
relation between the energy accepted by a simple cycle and
the refrigerant flow rate is

D sm hout y hin , ; l , m g AA 7Ž . Ž .Ž .lm lm lm lm i

The relation between the flow rates of all simple cycles oper-
ating between levels below l and level l and the energy re-
jected by them to level l is as follows

D qW s m hc py hliq ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýml ml ml l l
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : m , l g AAi i

; l g LL int 8Ž .

Finally, the defining relation for the compression work as-
Ž .suming ideal isentropic compression Biegler et al., 1997 is

W sm T outWC , ; l , m g AA 9Ž . Ž .lm lm lm lm i

where

g y1l
g P gl m lWC shR y1lm g ž / ž /g y1 Pl l

and R is the universal gas constant.g
The key shortcoming of the above description is that non-

linearities in the form of flow raterenthalpy products are dis-
persed throughout the model. This adversely affects solution
tractability and prohibits the setting of optimality guarantees.
We propose to remedy this shortcoming by recasting the prob-
lem so that nonlinearities appear only within a single nonlinear
constraint set and then identify conditions under which this non-
linear constraint set is redundant at the optimal solution.

The problem reformulation is accomplished by first pro-
jecting the feasible region onto the reduced space of vari-
ables D , W , and m . This set of variables unambiguouslylm lm lm
describes the energy flow interactions of a given level with
the entire refrigeration superstructure. This projection re-
duces the total number of variables but, more importantly,
after careful manipulation, ‘‘aggregates’’all nonlinearities into
a single constraint set. Assuming that the optimal refrigera-
tion topology conforms to a set of requirements yet to be
determined, this single remaining nonlinear constraint set is
shown to be redundant at the optimal solution. Redundancy
of a constraint means that the same optimal solution is ob-
tained even after omitting this constraint. This implies that it
can a priori be eliminated yielding a MILP representation.
The details of the projection to the reduced variable set are
given in Appendix A. The optimization formulation involving
the reduced variable set is discussed next.

Formulation P

min zs C y q C qC WŽ .Ý f lm ® e lm
Ž .l , m g AAi

Ž .subject to P

D qW q DŽ .Ý Ýml ml ml
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : m , l g AAi e

s D q D , ; l g LL int 10Ž .Ý Ýlm lm
Ž . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : l , m g AAi e

vap liqm D H yc T yT q DŽ .Ý Ýlm l pl m l lm
Ž . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : l , m g AAi e

G m D H vapq D , ; l g LL intÝ Ýml l ml
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : m , l g AAi e

11Ž .

D qWŽ .Ý ml ml
DŽ .m : m , l g AA lmi liqG qc T yT ,Ž .p m llmm lmÝ ml

Ž .m : m , l g AAi

; l , m g AA 12Ž . Ž .i

vap liqD Gm D H yc T yT , ; l , m g AA 13Ž . Ž .Ž .lm lm l p m l il

WClm vap liq vapW s D ym D H yc T yT yc T ,Ž .Ž .lm lm lm l p m l p lvap l lž /cpl

; l , m g AA 14Ž . Ž .i

Qload s D , ; l g LL load 15Ž .Ýl lm
Ž .m : l , m g AAe

Qsink s D , ; l g LL sink 16Ž .Ýl ml
Ž .m : m , l g AAe

D F DU y , ; l , m g AA 17Ž . Ž .lm lm lm i

D F D ; l g LL X 18Ž .Ý Ýml lm
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : l , m g AAe i

D F D qW ; l g LL X 19Ž .Ž .Ý Ýlm ml ml
Ž . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : m , l g AAe i

� 4D , W , m G0, y g 0, 1 20Ž .lm lm lm lm

The objective function is composed of the sum of the com-
pressor investment and operating costs. Constraint set 10 is
the overall energy balance for a given level. Constraint set 11
describes the energy balance around area abcd shown in Fig-
ure 2. The nonconvex constraint set 12 maintains consistency
of the mass and energy balances at the mixing block F. The
refrigerant stream operating in a cycle between levels l and
m is formed by mixing a portion of the superheated vapor

Žstream 5 with part of the saturated vapor stream 6 see Fig-
.ure 3 . The nonconvex constraint ensures that the resulting

Ž .stream from this mixing belonging to set S is less super-f
Ž out c p.heated than stream 5 h F h . Inequality 13 ensures thatlm l

the compressor inlet is either saturated or superheated va-
por. Constraint 14 relates compression work to energy flows,
temperature levels, and refrigerant mass flows. Constraint 15
ensures that the refrigeration system satisfies the cooling
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loads required by the process streams. Constraint 16 main-
tains that the energy requirements for process streams to be
heated are satisfied by the refrigeration system. Logical con-
straint set 17 sets the energy flow in a simple cycle to zero if
the cycle does not exist. Constraints 18 and 19 ensure that
consecutive refrigerant switches without a compression cycle
operating between them do not occur. Finally, constraint 20
imposes the nonnegativity restriction on the variables and de-
clares y as binary.lm

Ž .Formulation P corresponds to a nonconvex MINLP. Nev-
ertheless, all nonlinear terms were ‘‘isolated’’ within a single

Ž .constraint set Eq. 12 , which safeguards against inconsistent
mixing in block F. Assuming that these inconsistencies do not
occur at the optimal solution after omitting constraint set 12,
then a MILP problem representation can be obtained. It will
be shown that if at least one of the following two properties
hold at the optimal solution of the MILP, then constraint set
12 is redundant and, thus, can be eliminated.

Property 1. The destination of all energy flows emanating
from le®el l is a single le®el located higher in the refrigeration
structure. This property will, henceforth, be referred to as the
in®erted arborescence property in compliance with the defini-
tion of arborescence of a graph which implies that no two arcs

Ž .enter a vertex Minieka, 1978 .
Proof. This is established by showing that the nonconvex

constraint set is indirectly enforced by the other problem
constraints when energy from a given level l is rejected to

Ž .only one level say n through a simple cycle between l and n
Ž Ž . .that is, l, n g AA . Figure 6 shows the inverted tree-likei
structure of a refrigeration graph conforming with Property
1. In this case, relations 10 and 11 become

D s D qW q D 21Ž .Ž .Ý Ýln ml ml ml
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : m , l g AAi e

vap liqm D H yc T yTŽ .ln l p l n l

G m D H vapq D 22Ž .Ý Ýml l ml
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : m , l g AAi e

It is clear from Eq. 22 that m G m . BecauseÝln ml
Ž .m : m , l g AAi

the outlet streams from the compressors are superheated, it
follows that

D qWŽ .Ý ml ml
Ž .m : m , l g AAi vapGD H 23Ž .l

mÝ ml
Ž .m : m , l g AAi

It will be shown that Eqs. 21 and 22 imply the nonconvex
constraint. Substituting for D in Eq. 22 usingÝ ml

Ž .m : m , l g AAe

Eq. 21 gives

vap liqm D H yc T yTŽ .ln l p n ll

G m D H vapq D y D qWŽ .Ý Ýml l ln m l m l
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : m , l g AAi i

Figure 6. Inverted arborescence network structure.

which upon rearrangement results in

D qW qD H vap m y mŽ .Ý Ýml ml l ln m lž /
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : m , l g AAi i

G D qm c liq T yTŽ .ln ln p n ll

Utilizing Eq. 23 and the fact that m GÝ m , theln m:Žm, l.g AA m li

above equation can be transformed to

D qWŽ .Ý ml ml
Ž .m : m , l g AAi liqm G D qm c T yTŽ .ln ln ln p n ll

mÝ ml
Ž .m : m , l g AAi

Dividing this by m gives the nonconvex constraint 12.ln
Therefore, the nonconvex constraint is redundant when en-

Žergy from a given level is rejected to only a single level in-
.verted arborescence property .

Property 2. The optimal solution of formulation P does not
include any economizers.

Proof. If the optimal solution does not involve any econo-
mizers, then stream 5 does not exist and the vapor stream
leaving level l is simply the vapor product from the V-L sepa-
rator which is saturated. Therefore, its specific enthalpy hvap

l
s hout is less than the enthalpy hc p of the superheated streamlm l
3.

Ž .Satisfaction of either of these two not mutually exclusive
properties of the optimal solution imply redundancy of the
nonconvex constraint set. The next step is to, without solving
formulation P, identify a priori whether the optimal solution
will satisfy either Property 1 or 2. When the postulated re-
frigeration superstructure conforms to the following condi-
tion, both properties 1 and 2 hold at the optimal solution.

Condition 1. No economizers, multiple cooling loads, and a
( )single heat sink such as cooling water .

Clearly, condition 1 implies property 2 because the postu-
lated superstructure does not have any economizers. The re-
sult that condition 1 implies property 1 is shown in Appendix
B for the case of general concave cost functions. While it is
not formally proven, computational experience indicates that
Property 1 also holds for refrigeration systems involving
economizers and presaturators serving multiple cooling loads
with a single condenser. Property 1, however, is typically vio-
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lated when multiple sinks are present. At a later section, an
iterative procedure is discussed for remedying this problem.
Summarizing, in this section it was shown how the original
MINLP representation is equivalently transformed into an
MILP problem by first isolating all nonlinearities into a sin-
gle constraint set through variable projection and subse-
quently identifying conditions which imply redundancy for the
remaining nonconvex constraint set. The next section de-
scribes additional modeling enhancements, which further im-
prove tractability.

Modeling Improvements for Tractability
In the previous section it was shown how an MILP repre-

sentation for formulation P is obtained. Fine discretizations
of large-scale refrigeration problems yield hundreds of tem-
perature levels requiring a prohibitively large number of bi-
nary variables y . Therefore, in addition to the eliminationlm
of nonlinearities, additional modeling improvements are
needed for tractability. Specifically, the following avenues are
explored:
Ž .1 Elimination of interlevel binary variables y .lm
Ž .2 A priori selection between a presaturator or econo-

mizer
Ž .3 Identification of tight bounds on the energy flows.

Le©el-to-le©el binary ©ariable elimination
Property 1 not only allows the elimination of the noncon-

vex constraints, but also alludes to the possibility of signifi-
cantly reducing the total number of binary variables. Specifi-
cally, because Property 1 disallows multiple energy flows
leaving a level, level to level binary variables y are not nec-lm
essary. Instead, fewer z binary variables modelingl
activityrinactivity of a particular level suffice to describe the

Žrefrigeration superstructure. This is possible see assumption
.6 if the fixed-charge term of the compressor receiving refrig-

erant flow from level l is independent of the level that it is
discharging to. In other words, the fixed-charge term is inde-
pendent of the compression ratio for a given level. This greatly
reduces the complexity of the superstructure description re-
quiring only order N rather than order N 2 binary variables,
where N is the total number of levels.

Ž .This binary variable condensation yields formulation Pz
which differs from P only in the form of the objective func-
tion and logical constraints. The objective function is rewrit-
ten as

min zs C z q C qC WŽ .Ý Ýf l ® e lm
int Ž .l , m g AAl g LL i

The new logical constraints are

D F Dmax z ; l g LL intÝ lm l l
Ž .m : l , m g AAi

D G Dminz ; l g LL intÝ lm l l
Ž .m : l , m g AAi

where Dmin, Dmax are lower and upper bounds, respectively,l l
on the energy flow entering level l. Systematic ways for evalu-

ating these lower and upper bounds are discussed in a later
subsection.

If Conditions 1 is not met, then Property 1 may not be
satisfied. However, even in this case, formulation P can stillz
be employed providing upper and lower bounds to the solu-

Ž .tion of the original formulation P see Appendix C . This
lower bounding of the optimal solution of P by P motivatesz
the development of an exact iterative procedure for solving
P. The basic idea is at each iteration to add the y variableslm
for levels which violate Property 1 in the previous iterations.
The procedure terminates when the objective value in the
current iteration matches the objective value in the P formu-
lation. The details of this procedure and proof of conver-
gence are given in Appendix C. Typically, no more than six
iterations are needed for convergence.

A-priori selection between presaturator and economizer
Based on monotonicity principles, a procedure is devel-

oped for the a-priori selection between a presaturator and
Žeconomizer for a cycle operating between level l and m if

.active , before the solution of the problem. This significantly
reduces the total number of variables and allows the deriva-
tion of tighter bounds for those that remain. Consider the
expression for the compression work between levels l and m

WClm vap liq vapW s D ym D H yc T yT yc TŽ .Ž .lm lm lm l p m l p lvap l lž /cpl

For a given amount of energy D , the sign of the coefficientlm
of m determines whether the flow rate m must increaselm lm
or decrease to reduce the compression work W . Therefore,lm
the key parameter in this expression is crit defined aslm

crit sD H vapyc liq T yT ycvapTŽ .lm l p m l p ll l

Based on this parameter set, AA is further partitioned intoi
sets AAq and AAy as followsi i

q <AA s l , m l , m g AA , crit G0� 4Ž . Ž .i i lm

y <AA s l , m l , m g AA , crit -0� 4Ž . Ž .i i lm

If crit G0, then reduction of W is achieved when mlm lm lm
increases. The maximum possible increase for m is dictatedlm
by constraint

®a p liqD Gm D H yc T yTŽ .lm lm l p m ll

For a given D , the maximum value for m islm lm

Dlm

vap liqD H yc T yTŽ .l p m ll

This maximum value is reached when the constraint is active.
This corresponds to saturated vapor leaving level l implying
that a presaturator is present at level l.

If crit -0, then reduction of W requires decrease oflm lm
m . The extent of this reduction in m is bounded by thelm lm
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following constraint

vap liqm D H yc T yTŽ .lm l p m ll

G m D H vapq DÝ Ýml l ml
Ž . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : m , l g AAi e

This relation corresponds to constraint 11 when level l gives
heat to only one level m. The value of m can be reducedlm
until this relation is satisfied as an equality. This corresponds

i Ž .to m s0 see Appendix A , which implies the presence of anl
economizer.

Based on simple monotonicity principles, it is determined
that a presaturator must be present when crit is nonnega-lm
tive and an economizer when it is negative. Note that this
analysis is performed by using only ‘‘local’’information around
level l. Due to synergistic effects between different levels, it
is possible that these results might be invalidated even though
we were unable to produce a counterexample. Note that a
parameter similar to crit was also employed by Barnes andlm

Ž .King 1974 . The consequence of this analysis is that both
m and W can be expressed as a function of D and,lm lm lm

wŽ . qxthus, be eliminated for l, m g AA . Because crit is muchi lm
more likely to be positive than negative, the aforementioned
variable elimination scheme causes a significant reduction in
the total number of variables in the formulation.

Deri©ation of tight bounds on the energy flows
The derivation of tight bounds for the energy flows is im-

portant because they determine the tightness of the LP relax-
ation of the MILP formulations. A procedure for obtaining
tight bounds based on graph theory is described below.

Consider a single load Q load at level 1 and an arbitrary
path PP from node 1 to node l. Let the path consist of ml
nodes denoted by p , is1, 2, . . . , m where p s1 and p s l.i 1 m
The path can be represented using the arcs of the graph which
form the path

PP s 1, p , p , p , . . . , p , p , . . . , p , l� 4Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .l 2 2 3 iy1 i my1

If w is the work required to pump a unit of energy fromlm
level l to level m, the amount of energy reaching each one of
the nodes p isi

Q sQ load
1

Q sQ qW sQ load 1qwŽ .p 1 1 p 1 p2 2 2

Q sQ qW sQ 1qw sQ load 1qw 1qwŽ . Ž . Ž .p p p p p p p 1 p p p3 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 3

Q sQ load 1qw 1qw . . . 1qw . . . 1qwŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .l 1 p p p p p p l2 2 3 iy1 i my1

Therefore, the amount of energy reaching level l through an
Ž .arbitrary path PP in GG LL , AA is equal tol

Q load 1qwŽ .Ł lm
Ž .l , m g PPl

where w is the work needed to pump one unit of heat fromlm
level l to level m. Let w L and wU be the minimum andlm lm
maximum values of w . Dmax can be calculated by findinglm l
the path PP which maximizesl

Q load 1qwUŽ .Ł lm
Ž .l , m g PPl

This is equivalent with maximizing the logarithm of the above
expression

max ln 1qwUŽ .Ý lm
Pl Ž .l , m g PPl

This last relation implies that finding Dmax is equi®alent withl
( )finding the longest path from node 1 to node l in GG LL , AA gi®en

( ) ( U )that the cost of using an arc l, m is ln 1qw . Similarly,lm
Dmin can be obtained by finding the shortest path betweenl

Žnode 1 and node l given that the arc costs are equal to ln 1q
L . U Lw . Estimates for w and w can be directly obtainedlm lm lm

from the expressions for W derived previously for the pre-lm
saturator and economizer case

WC Tlm l qw s , ; l , m g AAŽ .lm ivap liqD H yc T yTŽ .l p m ll

WC mlm lm vap liq vapw s 1y D H yc T yT yc T ,Ž .Ž .lm l p m l p lvap l lž /c Dp lml

; l , m g AAyŽ . i

Clearly, since w is constant when a presaturator is im-lm
posed, it follows that

WC Tlm lL U qw sw sw s , ; l , m g AAŽ .lm lm lm ivap liqD H yc T yTŽ .l p m ll

In the case of an economizer, based on the previously dis-
cussed lower and upper bounds of m , it can be shown thatlm

WClmL yw s ; l , m g AAŽ .lm ivapcpl

WC Tlm lU yw s ; l , m g AAŽ .lm ivap liqD H yc T yTŽ .l p m ll

A procedure for solving the longest and shortest path prob-
lems is described in detail in Appendix D. This analysis holds
even for multiple cooling loads.

Next, three example problems of increasing difficulty are
presented to illustrate the value of the proposed framework.
The first example revisits the refrigeration graph discussed in
the section addressing the superstructure development. It
demonstrates that significant savings can be realized by sys-
tematically selecting the number and temperature of inter-
mediate stages, considering refrigeration features such as
economizers, and allowing for the automatic selection of re-
frigerant switch temperatures. The second example, involving
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ten candidate refrigerants and four cooling loads, highlights
the importance of performing the synthesis and refrigerant
selection problem simultaneously rather than one after the
other. Finally, the third example shows how the present
framework can be integrated with heat recovery networks.

Example 1: Ethane-Propane Refrigeration System
The proposed methodology is illustrated by revisiting the

ethane-propane refrigeration system addressed earlier. The
cooling duty for the process stream is 100 kW. The network
superstructure of the refrigeration system is shown in Figure
5. The objective here is to find the minimum cost configura-
tion from the network superstructure described above. The
main features of the methodology illustrated in this example

Ž .are: i the automatic selection of temperature levels from
Ž .the candidate levels; ii systematic identification of the pres-

Ž .ence of presaturator or an economizer at each level; iii de-
termination of the temperature at which refrigerant switches

Ž .occur; iv investigation of the performance of the formula-
tion for fine temperature discretizations.

The values for C , C , and C used are $2824.8ryr,f ® e
Ž$831.67rkW yr and $608.33rkW yr Shelton and Grossman,

.1986 , respectively. The property data for the refrigerants
used in all the examples are obtained from Daubert and

Ž .Danner 1989 . Compression is assumed to be isentropic with
g s1.4. The MILP formulations in this and subsequent ex-l

Žamples have been solved using GAMSrCPLEX Brooke et
.al., 1988 on an IBM RS6000 43P-133 workstation using a

relative convergence tolerance of 1%. The refrigeration sys-
tem generated by solving the MILP formulation P has a costz

Ž .of $220,321ryr see Figure 7 . In comparison, the straightfor-
ward configuration involving a single refrigeration stage for

Žeach refrigerant costs $268,718ryr 22% costlier than the op-
.timal configuration . If the economizer option is not exer-

cised and only presaturators are allowed, the optimal config-

Figure 7. Minimum cost refrigeration system for Exam-
ple 1 when refrigerant switch is not flexible.

Figure 8. Minimum cost configuration for Example 1
allowing for flexibility in refrigerant switches.

uration involves a higher cost of $222,562ryr. These results
indicate that detailed modeling features are necessary to ex-
plore if efficient refrigeration systems are to be found.

ŽApart from detailed modeling features that is, multiple
.stages, economizers, and so on , it is important to ensure

flexibility in choosing the temperature level where refrigerant
switches occur. This is highlighted by introducing additional
candidate levels at 240 K and 242 K for ethane and at 233 K,
235 K, and 237 K for propane. The new superstructure con-
sists of 13 candidate temperature levels, four possible refrig-
erant switches, and as many as 35 possible energy flows. The
added flexibility of choosing the place where refrigerant
switches occur results in an improved refrigeration configura-
tion with a cost of $217,693ryr. In this configuration the re-

Ž .frigerant switch occurs at 238 K ethane , and an additional
economizer is added in the propane system, while a presatu-
rator is eliminated from the ethane system maintaining the

Ž .same number of stages in the system see Figure 8 .
Finally, the effect of the fine discretization on the refriger-

ation configuration cost as well as computational require-
Žments is examined. The full operating range for ethane 186

. Ž .K]274 K and propane 232 K]310 K is considered and a 1
K discretization scheme is employed yielding 169 levels. The
overlap in the operating temperature range of the refriger-

Ž .ants is 42 K between 232 K and 274 K . The 1 K discretiza-
tion yields 38 possible temperatures where the refrigerant
switch may occur. The MILP formulation is solved in about
32 CPU s and the resulting configuration is shown in Figure
9. In the optimal configuration the refrigerant switch occurs

Ž .at 236 K Ethane . It involves a cost of $207,940ryr which is
5.6% less then that with the coarser discretization. Note that,
in all cases, a relatively large number of intermediate levels
arise at the optimal solution. This is due to the rather conser-
vative investment cost coefficients.

Next, the thermodynamic efficiency of the obtained opti-
mal configuration is assessed and compared with an ideal cy-
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Figure 9. Minimum cost network structure for Example
1 using 1 K discretization.

cle operating between temperatures 190 K and 310 K. The
minimum cost solution involves a total work input of 128.72

Ž .kW. Therefore, the coefficient of performance COP of the
system, which is the ratio of energy intake from process stream
to the work input into the system, is equal to 0.777. The ther-
modynamic limit given by the COP of an ideal refrigeration
cycle operating between temperatures T s190 K and T s1 2

Ž .310 K is T r T yT s1.583. This apparent thermodynamic1 2 1
inefficiency of the optimal configuration arises, because the
refrigeration system operates with real working fluids. The
effect of real working fluid on COP is illustrated in Shelton

Ž .and Grossman 1985 , where the COP of a real refrigeration
system is computed to be the difference between the ideal
COP and a term which depends on the particular working
fluid

c liqTT p 11
COPs y vapT yT D H TŽ .2 1 1

The values for the second term for the refrigerants listed in
Ž .Shelton and Grossmann 1985 are of order one, which im-

plies that a real working fluid causes a significant departure
of the COP from the ideal value, especially if the tempera-
ture range of operation is high. Nevertheless, the problem of
finding the configuration with the highest COP can be han-
dled by the proposed framework by minimizing the total work
input into the system which amounts to solving a linear opti-
mization program. For example 1, the maximum COP ob-

tained is 0.853, which is somewhat higher than the value of
0.777 obtained for the optimal solution. The disadvantage of
using COP as the objective function is that it does not take
into account the investment cost associated with the com-
pressors and, therefore, typically results in a configuration
featuring a very large number of intermediate stages.

In summary, this example demonstrates that, even for sim-
ple refrigeration problems, significant cost savings are attain-
able over intuitive solutions based on the proposed super-
structure. In this example the optimal refrigeration system
involved both prepostulated refrigerants. Identifying the opti-
mal subset of refrigerants to be employed from a larger set of
available ones is addressed in the next example. In addition,
the effect of multiple cooling loads is examined.

Example 2: Multiple Cooling Loads
This example explores the use of the proposed methodol-

ogy for synthesizing optimal refrigeration systems when mul-
tiple loads are present and refrigerants are selected from an
extensive list. The refrigerants are grouped together in blocks
of decreasing volatility as shown in Figure 10. Refrigerants
within a block have similar volatilities and refrigerant switches
are allowed only from a block of refrigerants with higher

Žvolatility to a block of refrigerants with lower volatility see
.Assumption 5 . The investment cost coefficients are obtained

by performing a least-squares fit of the fixed-charge plus lin-
Ž .ear term on Guthrie’s cost correlation Douglas, 1988 , con-

verted to 1998 using the M&S Index. The fixed-charge and
variable cost values are respectively C s$91,925.66ryr andf
C s$165.20rkW yr. The compressors are assumed to be®

wdriven by electric motors electricity unit cost C se
Ž .x$525.60rkW yr Turton et al., 1998 . The investment cost is

annualized with a coefficient of 10%.
The objective here is to refrigerate four process streams

whose temperatures and cooling loads are given in Table 2.
ŽFour different levels of discretization that is, 8 K, 4 K, 2 K,

.and 1 K are considered to study the effect of discretization
on the trade-off between accuracy vs. computational require-
ments. Table 3 summarizes the total number of levels, opti-

Figure 10. Refrigerant blocks for Example 2.
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Table 2. Temperature and Cooling Loads of Process
Streams for Example 2

Cooling Load Temperature
Ž . Ž .No. kW K

1 100 175
2 300 200
3 150 230
4 200 245

mal refrigeration system cost, relative gap between upper and
lower bound for the MILP, and CPU times for the four dif-
ferent cases. Finer discretizations, as expected, by providing
more choices for intermediate levels, result in improved ob-
jective function values. However, this improvement comes at
the expense of a significant increase in the CPU require-

Ž .ments. In fact, case 4 1 K discretization does not meet
the imposed 1% relative convergence tolerance even after
10,000 s.

The network representation of the optimal solutions for
the four cases are shown in Figure 11. In these diagrams,
dots represent temperature levels, temperature is increasing
from left to right, and levels corresponding to the same re-
frigerant form a horizontal line. The optimal solution for the
8 K case involves refrigerants ethane, ethylene, and propy-
lene operating in seven stages and featuring two economizers

Žin the propylene section. Both 4 K and 2 K cases as well as
.the incomplete solution for the 1 K case involve five stages

and refrigerants ethylene, propylene, and chlorine operating
with only presaturators. Note that even though ten refriger-
ants can potentially participate in the system, the optimal so-
lution involves only three refrigerants. The topology of the
refrigeration system for the 8 K case is considerably different
than that of the 4 K case. In contrast, the topology for the 4
K case is identical with that of the 2 K case with only minor
differences in the location of the intermediate levels. The
structural evolution of the optimal solution as finer dis-
cretization schemes are employed suggests the following con-
jecture. For e®ery problem, there is a discretization le®el past
which any finer discretizations cause no structural modifications
in the optimal solutions and the only changes are slight differ-

Ž .ences fine-tuning in the temperature of the acti®e le®els.
This conjecture along with the increased computational re-

quirements motivates the development of a local search pro-
w Ž .xcedure that is, LSP d n which utilizes information from the

optimal solution of the previous discretization level to con-
strain the search when a finer discretization is imposed. The
LSP reduced superstructure is formed by the levels which
were active at the optimal solution of P plus d n levels be-z
fore and after each active level. Typically, a small value of d n

Table 3. Computational Performance of Different
Discretizations for Example 2

Total Cost Rel. Gap CPU
Ž . Ž . Ž .No. Levels $ryr % s

8 K 96 1,200,084 0.98 8.33
4 K 187 996,528 0.92 18.23
2 K 364 984,187 1.00 796.91

41 K 714 982,448 5.12 10

Figure 11. Optimal network topology for different
discretizations of Example 2.

Žis used to ensure fast computation times d ns1 for this ex-
.ample . This procedure is repeated until the same solution is

obtained for two consecutive iterations. By applying this local
search procedure for the 1 K case, a refrigeration configura-

Ž .tion is found whose cost is $971,908ryr see Figure 12 . This
is about 1.2% less than the solution for the 2 K case.

Next, a comparison is made between the solution obtained
from the current formulation for the 2 K discretization and a
solution in which the participating refrigerants are selected
beforehand based on the heuristic rule of Cheng and Mah
Ž .1980 . This comparison is performed for different allowable
minimum approach temperatures DT in the heat exchang-min
ers. This heuristic primarily relies on using refrigerants with
lower pressure so that the latent heat of vaporization is high
and also tries to minimize the number of refrigerants used.
First, the refrigerants, whose normal boiling point is near the
coldest load temperature, are identified. In this case, ethy-
lene is the only candidate which can satisfy cooling load 1
and, hence, is selected to participate in the system. Since the
operating temperature range of ethylene is 171 K]253 K, it
can be used to satisfy the cooling requirements for the re-
maining loads. The energy rejected from the ethylene system
needs to be removed by another refrigerant. Again, a refrig-
erant with the highest boiling point that can receive this en-
ergy is chosen. In this case, a choice must be made between
ammonia and chlorine, both of which can operate up to 310
K. Therefore, the comparison of the present formulation is
made with two cases, one in which the refrigerants are ethy-
lene and ammonia, and other in which they are ethylene and
chlorine. The results are summarized in Table 4. The table
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Figure 12. Minimum cost refrigeration structure for
Example 2 using local search.

shows that the heuristic coincidentally works well for DT smin
3 K, but it is much less successful for DT s2 K and DT smin min
4 K. These results of varying success for the heuristic clearly
justify the need to perform refrigeration cycle synthesis and
refrigerant selection simultaneously in a unified framework.

In summary, this example reveals that complex, nonintu-
itive optimal topologies could be generated by the proposed
methodology. In addition, increased CPU requirements and
the lack of apparent structural modifications in the optimal

Žsolution motivate the use of a local search procedure that is,
.LSP to guide fine discretizations. The next example ad-

dresses how the proposed framework handles integration of
the refrigeration system with a process heat recovery network
implying not only multiple cooling loads but also multiple
sinks.

Table 4. Heuristic Refrigerant vs. Optimal Refrigerant

Ž . Ž .z heuristic y z optimalCost
Ž . Ž .DT Refrigerants z $ryr z optimalmin

2 K optimal 919,278 }
2 K Ethylene, Chlorine 947,927 3.1
2 K Ethylene, Ammonia 959,142 4.3

3 K optimal 941,123 }
3 K Ethylene, Chlorine 943,355 0.2
3 K Ethylene, Ammonia 954,519 1.4

4 K optimal 984,187 }
4 K Ethylene, Chlorine 1,068,083 8.5
4 K Ethylene, Ammonia 1,078,317 9.6

Figure 13. Refrigerant blocks for Example 3.

Example 3: Integration with a Heat Recovery
Network

This example highlights the proposed methodology for the
case of multiple heat sinks that typically arise when a refrig-
eration system is integrated with the process heat recovery
network. It is a modified version of the problem addressed by

Ž .Colmenares and Seider 1989 that involves synthesizing a
cascade refrigeration system integrated with a heat recovery
system to satisfy the heating and cooling demands for an eth-
ylene plant separation train. The eight refrigerants employed
in this example and their operating temperature ranges are
shown in Figure 13. The objective function in this example
also includes cooling water costs in addition to the invest-
ment and operating costs of the compressor. Another depar-
ture from previous examples is that the lowest adopted oper-

Ž . Žating temperature of ethane 154 K Colmenares and Seider,
.1989 is well below its normal boiling point at 184.5 K. Cost

Ž .parameters, obtained from Colmenares and Seider 1989 , are
listed in Table 5. The fixed-charge and variable cost term for
the compressor investment cost are obtained, as in the previ-
ous example, by performing a least-squares fit on the concave
cost expressions.

The temperature interval diagram established by Col-
Ž .menares and Seider 1989 is shown in Figure 14. Tempera-

Ž .tures cold temp. scale, DT s10 K in that diagram denotemin
cold and hot process stream inlet and outlet temperatures.

Table 5. Cost Related Parameters for Example 3
0.963Investment cost 1,925 W

Ž .Fixed Charge C $21,582ryrf
Ž .Variable Charge C $205rkW ?yr®

Cost of Electricity $0.04rkW ?h
Cost of Cooling Water $0.07r1,000 gal
Return of Investment 15%
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Figure 14. Temperature interval diagram for Example 3.

Energy entries within boxes denote the energy surplus or
deficit for each temperature interval in kW. Temperature in-
tervals with a heat surplus can cascade heat to a lower-tem-
perature interval or reject it to the refrigeration system. This
heat surplus entry represents the maximum amount of heat
that can be rejected to the refrigeration system from that
temperature interval. This value is used for computing the
maximum energy Dmax that can reach level l in the refrigera-l
tion system. Temperature intervals with a heat deficit can ei-
ther receive heat from a higher temperature interval or the
refrigeration system. These energy flows are shown as arcs in
Figure 14. Energy flows between temperature intervals and
energy flows between temperature intervals and the refriger-
ation superstructure are grouped into the arc set AA . Con-e
straint 15 is modified as follows to account for cascading heat
from higher temperature intervals

D qQ s D ; l g LL loadÝ Ýml load lm
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : l , m g AAe e

Ž .where Q is the surplus or negative deficit entry shown inload
the temperature interval TI l in Figure 14. Summarizing,
cooling loads and sinks represent the heat surplus or deficit
for each temperature interval in the cascade diagram, respec-
tively. A portion of these cooling and heating loads are satis-
fied by the refrigeration system, and the remaining are met
by cooling water and hot utilities through cascading. This im-
plies that the coolingrheating loads serviced by the refrigera-
tion system are variables for which only upper bounds are
known.

The presence of multiple heat sinks imply that Condition 1
is not met and, thus, Property 1 may be violated at the opti-
mal solution. Violation of Property 1 may result in stream
splitting and some nonconvex constraints from set 12, which

(Figure 15 . Minimum cost refrigeration system 4 K
)discretization for Example 3.

are not redundant. First, the P formulation is solved with az
4 K discretization. The resulting optimal solution involves
stream splitting requiring the use of the split reconciliation

Ž . Ž .procedure SRP see Appendix C to properly reflect this
stream splitting in the objective function. This procedure ter-
minates in only six iterations yielding an optimal refrigeration
system, which is shown in Figure 15. The interaction of the
refrigeration system with the temperature interval diagram is
depicted in Figure 16. The best solution for the 4 K dis-
cretization involves a cost of $753,788ryr. The relative gap
between the upper bound and the best lower bound for the 4
K discretization is 1.3%. Note that no economizers are pre-
sent at the optimal solution.
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Figure 16. Interaction between temperature interval
diagram and the refrigeration superstructure
for Example 3.

ŽThe 1 K discretization case is solved by using the LSP d n
.s3 procedure. Parameter d n is set to 3 because in going

from the active levels of the optimal solution for the 4 K case
to a 1 K discretization there are three unaccounted levels on
each side of each active level. The LSP converged in three
repetitions to a refrigeration configuration featuring stream
splitting. Next, the SRP procedure is applied to the super-
structure employed in the last iteration of LSP. The SRP
procedure terminates in six iterations yielding an optimal so-
lution which is shown in Figure 17. This refrigeration struc-
ture involves a cost of $723,548ryr which is 4% less than the
best solution for the 4 K discretization. The interaction of the
refrigeration system with the temperature interval diagram is
depicted in Figure 16. The striking feature of the configura-
tion in Figure 17 is the disconnectedness of the propylene
refrigeration cycle from the rest of the refrigeration system.
This results because part of the energy from temperature in-
terval 3 is used to satisfy the demand of temperature interval

Figure 17. Minimum cost configuration obtained by
local search procedure for Example 3.

5 and the rest is rejected to cooling water. Also, in this exam-
ple, only three refrigerants are chosen from the available eight
refrigerants. Comparison of Figure 17 with the prepostulated

Ž .refrigeration structure of Colmenares and Seider 1989 re-
veals that the proposed methodology suggests significant
structural changes, as well as different refrigerants.

Summary and Conclusions
A systematic methodology for finding the optimal refriger-

ation cycle topology incorporating refrigerant selection was
proposed. A superstructure representation accounting for
most features of complex multistage refrigeration systems was
introduced. It was shown that key questions arising in the
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synthesis of a refrigeration system referring to which refriger-
ants participate in the system, the number and temperatures
of intermediate stages, the temperatures at which refrigerant
switches occur, and the presence of a presaturator or an
economizer at intermediate stages can be directly answered
by encompassing the proposed superstructure description
within an optimization framework.

The optimization formulation obtained was a nonconvex
MINLP. Based on a variable projection technique, all nonlin-
ear terms were isolated within a single constraint set. It was
shown that if, after omitting the nonconvex constraint set, the

Ženergy flows form a graph with inverted arborescence Prop-
. Ž .erty 1 or there are no economizers Property 2 at the opti-

mal solution, then the nonconvex constraint set is redundant
and, thus, can be omitted yielding a MILP representation.
Properties 1 and 2 were proven to hold for the case of only

Ž .presaturators and single heat sinks Condition 1 . Computa-
tional tractability of the resulting MILP formulation was fur-

Ž .ther enhanced by: i condensing the binary variables from
denoting level-to-level interactions to single level activators;
Ž .ii predetermining whether a given simple cycle features a

Ž .presaturator or economizer; iii systematically deriving
bounds on the energy flows by solving a sequence of longest
and shortest path problems on the network representing the
refrigeration superstructure. For the cases when Property 1

Ž .does not hold, a split reconciliation procedure SRP was de-
rived which was proven to converge to the optimal solution in
a finite number of steps.

Three example problems of increasing difficulty were ad-
dressed. Results from all examples unanimously suggest that
complex, nonintuitive topologies and refrigeration switching
patterns emerge as optimal refrigeration configurations. The
second example indicated that, for very high discretizations
Ž .1 K , a local search procedure is needed. The same applied
to the third example which integrated the refrigeration sys-
tem with a process heat recovery network. Currently, we are
exploring decomposition approaches for solving problems
with very fine discretizations and modeling extensions to ac-
count for refrigerant mixtures and group contribution-based
property prediction.
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Notation
�Ž .4 Ž .AAs l, m sarc-set of graph GG LL , AA representing network

superstructure
�Ž .4AA ; AAs l, m sset of energy flows representing energy exchangee

between a process stream and a refrigerant or a
switch between refrigerants

�Ž .4AA ; AAs l, m sset of energy flows forming a simple cyclei
� 4LL s l sset of prepostulated temperature levels

cw � 4LL ; LL s l sset of refrigerant temperature levels, rejecting en-
ergy to cooling water

int � 4LL ; LL s l sset of refrigerant temperature levels, not rejecting
energy to cooling water

load � 4LL ; LL s l sset of temperature levels corresponding to pro-
cess streams to be cooled

sink � 4LL ; LL s l sset of temperature levels corresponding to pro-
cess streams to be heated

X � 4LL ; LL s l sset of temperature levels accepting and rejecting
energy to refrigerantrprocess streams

Parameters
c liqs liquid heat capacity of refrigerant refp ll

cvaps vapor heat capacity of refrigerant refp ll

C soperating cost of a compressore
DU smaximum energy flow between levels l and mlm
hliqsenthalpy of saturated liquid at level ll

hvapsenthalpy of saturated vapor at level ll
D H vapsheat of vaporization of refrigerant operating atl

level l
P s vapor pressure of refrigerant operating at level ll

ref srefrigerant operating at level ll
T s temperature of level ll

WC sproportionality constant relating mechanical worklm
to temperature and flow rate

Q loadsamount of heat to be removed from a processl
Ž .stream cooling load

sink ŽQ samount of heat required by a process stream heatl
.sink

hs thermodynamic efficiency of mechanical com-
pression

g sspecific heat ratio of refrigerant refl l

Variables
hc psenthalpy of superheated stream entering level ll

Ž .from compressors Figure 2, Table 1
houtsenthalpy of inlet stream to a compressor presentlm

Žin a cycle between levels l and m Figure 2, Table
.1

T c ps temperature of superheated stream entering levell
Ž .l from compressors Figure 2, Table 1

T outs temperature of inlet stream to a compressor pre-lm
Žsent in a cycle between levels l and m Figure 2,

.Table 1
y s0-1 variable denoting the presence or absence oflm

a simple cycle operating between levels l and m
z s0-1 variable denoting the presence or absence ofl

a temperature level
m srefrigerant flow rate in a simple cycle operatinglm

between levels l and m
mX sportion of stream mt sent to level m through thelm l

Ž .block F Figures 2, 3
mY sportion of bypass stream mb sent to level mlm l

Ž .through block F Figures 2, 3
mbs flow rate of superheated vapor bypassing the va-l

Ž .por-liquid separator Figure 2, Table 1
mis flow rate of superheated vapor into the vapor-l

Ž .liquid separator Figure 2, Table 1
mts flow rate of saturated vapor leaving the vapor-l

Ž .liquid separator Figure 2, Table 1
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Appendix A: Derivation of a Reduced Variable
Basis Set

This Appendix discusses the projection of the feasible re-
Žgion represented by constraints 1 through 9 see Model For-

.mulation section onto the reduced space of variables D ,lm
m and W . These variables will, henceforth, be referred tolm lm
as the basic variables of the formulation and the remaining
as nonbasic. The projection of the original feasible region

onto the space of the basic variables is accomplished by ex-
pressing the nonbasic variables in terms of basic variables and
substituting these expressions in the constraint set. This im-
plies that the values of nonbasic variables become specified
once the values of basic variables are known. The main con-
straints in which the expression for a nonbasic variable in
terms of basic variables is substituted are the nonnegativity
constraints for the eliminated nonbasic variables.

The specific enthalpies hc p and hout are expressed in termsl lm
of the basic variables using Eqs. 8 and 7, respectively and are
given by

D qWŽ .Ý ml ml
Ž .m : m , l g AAic p liqh s q h A1Ž .l l

mÝ ml
Ž .m : m , l g AAi

Dlmout inh s q h A2Ž .lm lmmlm

Analytical expressions in terms of the basic variables for
the flow rates mX and mY are obtained by solving Eqs. 5lm lm
and 6

hc py hout
l lmXm sm G0, ; l , m g AA A3Ž . Ž .lm lm ic p vapž /h y hl l

hout y hvap
lm lYm sm G0, ; l , m g AA A4Ž . Ž .lm lm ic p vapž /h y hl l

Note that hc p) hvap because stream 3, formed by the mixingl l
of the streams exiting the compressors, is superheated. Thus,
nonnegativity of mX is ensured by imposing hc pG hout. Thislm l lm
can be recast using Eqs. A1 and A2 in terms of energy flows
Ž .basic variables as

D qWŽ .Ý ml ml
DŽ .m : m , l g AA lmi in liqG q h y h ,Ž .lm lmmÝ lmml

Ž .m : m , l g AAi

; l , m g AA A5Ž . Ž .i

Similarly, nonnegativity of mY is ensured by imposing thelm
out vap Žrestriction h G h . In terms of energy flows basic vari-lm l

.ables this can equivalently be rewritten as

D Gm hvapy hin , ; l , m g AA A6Ž . Ž .Ž .lm lm l lm i

Analytical expressions for mi and mt are obtained by solvingl l
Eqs. 1 and 2

m hvapy hin y m hvapy hliq q D y DŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýlm l lm ml l l lm ml
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : m , l g AA m : l , m g AA m : m , l g AAi i e ei intm s , ; l g LL A7Ž .l c p vaph y hl l

m hc py hin y m hc py hliq q D y DŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýlm l lm ml l l lm ml
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : m , l g AA m : m , l g AA m : l , m g AAi i e et intm s , ; l g LL A8Ž .l c p vaph y hl l
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Therefore, nonnegativity of mi is maintained by imposing thel
following constraint

m hvapy hin q DŽ .Ý Ýlm l lm lm
Ž . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : l , m g AAi e

G m hvapy hliq q D , ; l g LL intŽ .Ý Ýml l l ml
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : m , l g AAi e

A9Ž .

Note that mass flow rates mt and mb are always nonnegativel l
as the sum of nonnegative variables mX and mY , respec-lm lm

Ž .tively see Eqs. 4 and 3 .
Thus, the nonbasic variables along with their defining

Ž .equations Eqs. 1, 2, 3, 5]8 are eliminated, while the non-
Ž .negativity restrictions Eqs. A5, A6, A9 on the nonbasic vari-

ables are retained. Equations 4 and 9 remain, because they
are not used in solving for the nonbasic variables and, thus,
need to be recast in terms of the basic variables. Eliminating
mt and mX from Eq. 4 using Eqs. A8 and A3 givesl lm

m hout y hin q DŽ .Ý Ýlm lm lm lm
Ž . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : l , m g AAi e

s m hc py hliq q D , ; l g LL intŽ .Ý Ýml l l ml
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : m , l g AAi e

A10Ž .

Substituting the expressions for hc p and hout in this relationl lm
gives the more familiar relation corresponding to the overall
energy balance around level l

D q DÝ Ýlm lm
Ž . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : l , m g AAi e

s D qW q D , ; l g LL intŽ .Ý Ýml ml ml
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : m , l g AAi e

A11Ž .

Equation 9 can be transformed by eliminating T out. A rela-lm
tion for m T out can be directly extracted from the expres-lm lm
sion for hout

lm

D sm hout y hinŽ .lm lm lm lm

sm hout y hvap qm hvapy hinŽ . Ž .lm lm l lm l lm

sm cvap T out yT qm hvapy hin , ; l , m g AAŽ .Ž . Ž .lm p lm l lm l lm il

Therefore, the expression for m T out islm lm

1
out vap in vapm T s D ym h y h yc T ,Ž .lm lm lm lm l lm pl lvapž /cpl

; l , m g AAŽ . i

Hence, the compression work W sWC m T out is givenlm lm lm lm
by the following linear relation

WClm vap in vapW s D ym h y h yc T ,Ž .lm lm lm l lm p lvapž /cpl

; l , m g AAŽ . i

Ž vap in .The expression h y h in terms of latent heat of vapor-l lm
w vap liqŽization and liquid heat capacity is given by D H yc Tl p ml

.x Ž .yT Shelton and Grossmann, 1985 .l
Additional constraints include

Q load s D , ; l g LL loadÝl lm
Ž .m : m , l g AAe

which ensures that the refrigeration system meets the cooling
loads and

Qsink s D , ; l g LL sinkÝl ml
Ž .m : l , m g AAe

which guarantees that the heat requirements of process
streams acting as heat sinks is satisfied by the refrigeration
system. Finally, logical constraints

D F DU y , ; l , m g AAŽ .lm lm lm i

force the energy flow within a simple cycle to zero if the cycle
does not exist. To safeguard against the unrealistic configura-
tion involving two consecutive refrigerant switches without
having at least one simple refrigeration cycle operating be-
tween them the following constraints are added

D F D , ; l g LL XÝ Ýml lm
Ž . Ž .m : m , l g AA m : l , m g AAe i

XD F D qW , ; l g LLŽ .Ý Ýlm ml ml
Ž . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : m , l g AAe i

Note that these constraints are required only for the set of
levels LL X which can both receive and reject energy to pro-
cess streamsrrefrigerants.

Appendix B: Proof of Condition 1 Implying Property
1 for Concave Investment Costs

As discussed in Appendix B, it suffices to characterize the
optimal solutions for D for any given feasible temperaturelm

Ž .level activation fixed z . Condition 1 implies the presencel
of only presaturators and no economizers. Therefore, the
constraint set simplifies as follows after the binary variables
z are fixed at a feasible assignment and economizers are ex-l
cluded

D sQ load , ; l g LL loadÝ lm l
XŽ .m : l , m g AAe

D q D y DÝ Ý Ýlm lm ml
X X XŽ . Ž . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : l , m g AA m : m , l g AAi e e

y 1q a D s0, ; l g NN presatŽ .Ý ml ml
XŽ .m : m , l g AAi

D G0, ; l , m g AAXŽ .ml i
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where LL load is the set of nodes corresponding to loads, and
presat Ž .NN is the set of intermediate nodes presaturators ex-

cluding the single condenser. These three constraint sets in-
clude energy balances for levels incurring cooling loads, en-
ergy balances for intermediate levels, and the nonnegativity
restriction on the energy flows. This yields a polytope, be-
cause all energy flows have finite lower and upper bounds.
Therefore, the optimization problem at hand minimizes a
concave objective function over a polytope. This means that

Žthere exists an extreme point optimal solution Bazaraa et al.,
.1993 . Hence, the validity of Property 1 given Condition 1

Žcan be established by characterizing the extreme points basic
.feasible solutions of the feasible region.

The constraint set defining the feasible region possesses a
generalized network problem structure, because each vari-
able appears in at most two constraints other than the non-

Ž .negativity constraints Bazaraa et al., 1990 . Assuming that
the constraint set is of full rank, each component of the sub-
graph corresponding to the basic feasible solution is either a

Ž .rooted tree or has exactly one cycle Bazaraa et al., 1990 . A
rooted tree implies a tree with one root arc. Full-rankness of

wthe constraint set is straightforward to show see Bazaraa et
Ž . xal. 1990 for derivation for the pure network case by finding

a lower triangular submatrix with nonzero diagonal elements.
In the context of the above defined constraint set, a root arc
is one that links an intermediate level with the single con-
denser. The in®erted arborescence property at the optimal so-
lution can then be shown by contradiction. Consider a solu-
tion in which energy flow from a given level splits. Since the
energy eventually reaches the condenser, one of the following
cases must occur:
Ž .1 The split energy flows reach the condenser using dif-

ferent paths. Since each arc reaching the condenser is a root
arc, this implies that there is a connected subgraph with more
than one root arc. This does not correspond to a basic feasi-
ble solution.
Ž .2 The split energy flows combine before reaching the

condenser. This implies that the connected subgraph con-
tains a cycle and a root arc. This again does not correspond
to a basic feasible solution.

Hence, a solution in which energy flow from a given level
splits is not an extreme point. Equivalently, since there exists
an extreme point optimal solution to the problem, there ex-
ists an optimal solution for which property 1 holds. There-

Ž .fore, Condition 1 implies Property 1 inverted arborescence
even for concave investment costs.

Appendix C: Splitting Reconciliation Procedure
This appendix discusses how stream splitting at the optimal

solution of P is dealt when Property 1 is not satisfied. In thisz
case an iterative procedure is proposed which solves formula-
tion P augmented with the binary variables y for the lev-z lm
els which exhibited stream splitting in the previous iterations.
Computational experience indicates that only up to a handful
of levels may involve stream splitting requiring only a few
additional y variables per iteration. The procedure is shownlm
to converge in a finite number of iterations to an optimal
solution which does not involve stream splitting at levels that
are not described by the level-to-level binary variables y . Inlm

fact, it is shown that this optimal solution is rigorously equal
to the optimal solution of P.

The optimization problem at iteration k involves the fol-
lowing new objective function and logical constraints. The re-
maining constraints are unaffected and thus are not listed.

Formulation P kŽ .z

min C z q C y q C qC WŽ .Ý Ý Ýf l f lm ® e lm
int k Ž .l , m g AAŽ .l g LL l , m g AA ii

subject to

D F Dmax y ; l , m g AAkŽ .lm l lm i

D F Dmax z ; l g LL intÝ lm l l
kŽ .m : l , m g AA_ AAi i

where AAk is the set of arcs corresponding to the added yi lm
k Ž . kvariables. Note that AA s AA corresponds to P and AA sBi i i

corresponds to P .z
The iterative scheme proceeds as follows:
Ž . 1i ks1. Set AA sB.i

k kŽ . Ž . Ž .ii Solve P . Let the optimal value be n P and AA bez z
kŽ . w Žthe arcs for which W )0. If n P sÝ C q C qlm z Žl, m.g AA f ®

. x Ž .C W , then stop. Otherwise go to Step iii .e lm
Ž .iii Consider levels l where the energy flow splits, and it is

directed to more than one refrigerant level. Let the arcs cor-
responding to the energy flows between such levels be AAX.

kq1 k X Ž .Augment AA s AA j AA . Set ks kq1 and go to step ii .i i
This procedure terminates finitely, because at each iteration
either a y is added to the formulation or the procedurelm
terminates.

Ž k.Next, it is shown that at every iteration k n P is a validz
Ž . Ž .lower bound to n P , which is the optimal solution of P . It

Ž k.suffices to show that a solution to P which is at least asz
Ž .good as the optimal solution to P can be constructed. Sup-
Ž . Ž .pose that the optimal solution to P is D , W , m , y .lm lm lm lm

Let AA be the set of arcs for which y s1. Then, the solu-lm
kŽ . Ž .tion D , W , m , z , y is feasible to P wherelm lm lm l lm z

z s max yl lm
kŽ .m : l , m g AA_ AAi

Ž k.The objective value ® P is given byz

k® P s C z q C yŽ . Ý Ýz f l f lm
int kŽ .l g LL l , m g AAi

q C qC WŽ .Ý ® e lm
Ž .l , m g AAi

Because

max y F yÝlm lm
kŽ . km : l , m g AA_ AAi Ž .m : l , m g AA_ AAi

we have
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k® P F C y q C yŽ . Ý Ýz f lm f lm
kk Ž .Ž . l , m g AAl , m g AA_ AA ii

q C qC WŽ .Ý ® e lm
Ž .l , m g AAi

s C y q C qC WŽ .Ý Ýf lm ® e lm
Ž .l , m g AAŽ .l , m g AA i

sn PŽ .

Ž k.Therefore, because a feasible solution to P has a lowerz
Ž . Ž k.objective value than P , the optimal solution value to Pz

Ž .for every iteration k is a valid lower bound for P . In addi-
Ž k. Ž .tion, since P and P share the same set of feasible energyz

Ž k.flows, the optimal energy flow vector from P can be usedz
Ž .to obtain an upper bound for n P . This upper bound is equal
Ž k.to the optimal solution value of P with the addition of thez

fixed-term charges for the unaccounted arcs by formulation
Ž k. Ž k.P . More importantly, at termination n P matches thez z

Ž k.cost of a feasible solution. Therefore, n P is also an upperz
Ž . Ž k. Ž .bound for n P . Therefore, n P must be equal to n P .z

Appendix D: Longest and Shortest Path Problems
The LP formulation for the longest path problem is given
Ž .by Bazaraa et al., 1990

max zs ln 1qwU xŽ .Ý lm lm
Ž .l , m g AAi

subject to

< <LL y1, if ls1x y x sÝ Ýlm ml ½ y1, OtherwiseŽ . Ž .m : l , m g AA m : m , l g AA

x G0lm

Here, x denote the arc flows in the graph with arc costslm
Ž U .given by ln 1qw . The constraint set for the shortest pathlm

problem is the same, but the objective is to minimize, and the
Ž L .cost of each arc is given by ln 1qw . The shortest or thelm

longest path can be obtained from the solution using the dual
variables w of the constraints. Specifically, the longest pathl
from node 1 to any node l is given by w yw . Since this1 l

Ž U .corresponds to Ý ln 1qw for the optimal path,Ž l, m.g PP lm
Dmax can be computed as followsl

Dmax sQ loadeŽw1yw l.
l

The same expression gives Dmin when the dual variables froml
the shortest path problem are used.

Ž .If circuits are present in the graph GG LL , AA , then the LP
formulation for the longest path problem will be unbounded.
To remedy this, an ordering of refrigerants in the ascending
order of normal boiling points is used. This implies that every
refrigerant switch occurs between a refrigerant with a lower
normal boiling point rejecting heat to a refrigerant with a
higher normal boiling point. This ordering precludes the

Ž .presence of any circuits in GG LL , AA .
Furthermore, only the set of nodes which are reachable

from node 1 must be included in the formulation. Otherwise,
the LP formulation will be infeasible. To identify the un-

Žreachable nodes, the following procedure Bazaraa et al.,
.1990 must be followed before solving the longest path prob-

lem:
Ž . Ž .1 Construct a new graph from GG LL , AA by adding a sink

node and connecting all nodes except node 1 to the sink node.
Ž .2 Set an upper bound of one to the flow on the newly

added arcs.
Ž .3 Solve a maxflow problem to determine the maximum

flow from node 1 to the sink node in the new graph.
Ž .4 The set of unreachable nodes are those for which the

arc connecting the node to the sink node has a zero flow at
the optimal solution.

This also aids in preprocessing the superstructure since the
set of nodes unreachable from all the nodes which corre-
spond to cooling loads can be eliminated from the super-
structure along with their incident arcs. It should be noted
that it is not necessary to solve the maxflow problem if
Ž . Ž .Bazaraa et al., 1990 the label setting Dijkstra’s Algorithm
and correcting algorithms for the shortest and the longest path
problems are directly implemented. Finally, Dmax calculatedl
this way is a rigorous upper bound, but Dmin calculated isl
rigorous provided that energy from a level goes to only one
level.
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